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How do users and communities respond to news from unreliable sources? How does news from these sources
change online conversations? In this work, we examine the role of misinformation in sparking political
incivility and toxicity on the social media platform Reddit. Utilizing the Google Jigsaw Perspective API to
identify toxicity, hate speech, and other forms of incivility, we find that Reddit comments posted in response
to misinformation articles are 71.4% more likely to be toxic than comments responding to authentic news
articles. Identifying specific instances of commenters’ incivility and utilizing an exponential random graph
model, we then show that when reacting to a misinformation story, Reddit users are more likely to be toxic to
users of different political beliefs than in other settings. Finally, utilizing a zero-inflated negative binomial
regression, we identify that as the toxicity of subreddits increases, users are more likely to comment on
misinformation-related Reddit submissions.

CCS Concepts: • Human-centered computing→ Collaborative and social computing; Empirical studies
in collaborative and social computing; • Information systems→Web Mining; • Networks→ Online
social networks;

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Misinformation, Toxicity, Political Polarization, Reddit, Online Communi-
ties

1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decade, misinformation, incivility, and political polarization have corroded trust in
democratic institutions [15, 21, 45, 46, 49]. While separate and distinct phenomena, misinformation,
toxic language, and political polarization are all factors that often combine with one another, stoking
division and negatively affecting social media platforms [17, 25, 29, 31, 48, 80, 105, 111, 115]. While
several works have attempted to understand the impact of these individual factors on social media,
in this work, we explore their interaction with one another. Specifically, we seek to understand
how misinformation promotes toxic and politically charged conversations across different types of
online communities, asking the following three research questions:

(1) How do online toxicity and political ideology (i.e., how conservative/Republican or liberal/Democratic)
norms in a given community correlate with the presence of misinformation and unreliable
news sources?

(2) Does political ideology help inform why users across different communities are uncivil or toxic
with one another? How is this exacerbated or affected by the presence of misinformation?

(3) Do online toxicity and political ideology community norms affect how and when users interact
with misinformation and unreliable news?

To answer these questions, we measure the levels of toxicity, political polarization, and misin-
formation within submissions and comments of 18 months (January 2020 to June 2021) of data
from the social media platform Reddit. Specifically, we measure the number of toxic comments
within each community and by individual users on Reddit using the Google Jigsaw API [2], an
out-of-the-box classifier for identifying uncivil and toxic language (e.g., insults, sexual harassment,
and threats of violence [109]). Then utilizing a hyperlink-based approach as outlined by Saveski
et al. [99], we approximate the political orientations of a subset of subreddits (Reddit communities)
and users along the US left-right political spectrum. Finally, having approximated the toxicity
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and political norms within each subreddit, we utilize a curated list of misinformation websites
to determine the levels at which these communities and users post misinformation. From these
calculations, we tackle our three research questions:
RQ1: Toxicity and political ideology in Reddit misinformation submissions. Utilizing our
list of misinformation outlets, a separate list of authentic news websites, and our pre-calculated
toxicity and political norms of users and subreddits, we first determine whether there are distinct
levels of user political polarization and toxicity in the comments on submissions of news articles
from misinformation and authentic news sources. We find that the comments in response to articles
from misinformation websites are toxic at a rate 71.4% higher than comments in response to
authentic news (1.80% of comments on misinformation posts are toxic versus 1.05% of comments
to authentic news). Commenters that respond to misinformation and authentic news come from
across the political aisle. However, we observe a dichotomy in the political polarization of users
that post misinformation and those that comment on misinformation: misinformation posters
are more conservative than commenters. Finally, examining misinformation’s correlation with
overall toxicity within particular subreddits, we find that as levels of misinformation increase in a
subreddit, the average toxicity of comments is also higher (𝜌 = 0.352).
RQ2: Misinformation’s correlation with inter-political strife. Having identified that misinfor-
mation commenters are more likely to post toxic comments than those who respond to authentic
news stories, we examine the role of political polarization in these toxic interactions. We observe
that subreddits with higher amounts of misinformation-oriented materials are more likely to have
more intra-party and insular interactions relative to subreddits with more authentic news-oriented
materials. We further observe that commenters that post underneath misinformation submissions
are more likely to be toxic to other users of different political beliefs (odds ratio 1.63). Utilizing
an exponential random graph model to confirm this finding, we show that indeed, compared to
other Reddit users, misinformation commenters are more likely they are to respond to users of
different political views in a toxic manner. Similarly, approximating the levels of misinformation
within subreddits, we find that as subreddits have more misinformation-related content posted, the
more likely users of different political orientations are to be toxic to one other.
RQ3: Toxic subreddits and engagement with misinformation. Lastly, having documented the
role of misinformation in inciting toxicity, especially among users of different political orientations,
we determine user toxicity and polarization levels affect community engagement with misinforma-
tion and authentic news. Fitting a zero-inflated negative binomial model to our data, we find that
as subreddits become more toxic and more politically polarized, their users are more likely to they
are to comment on misinformation submissions. This contrasts with authentic news submissions,
where more toxic communities are less likely to engage with mainstream articles.
Altogether, in this work, we document misinformation’s role in politically insular and toxic com-
munities and interactions. Our work, one of the first to examine the relationship between misinfor-
mation, toxicity, and political polarization, illustrates the need to fully understand the confluence of
misinformation, polarization, and toxicity across platforms beyond Reddit. We hope that this work
helps inform future research into how misinformation and unreliable sources negatively affect the
health of online communities.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATEDWORK
In this section, we detail several key definitions, provide background on Reddit, and present an
overview of prior works that analyze the effects of misinformation, toxicity, and polarization factors
on social media.
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2.1 Terminology
Increasingly the role of social media in promotingmisinformation-heavy, toxic, and highly politically
polarized ecosystems has been intensely studied [24, 51, 57, 109]. Utilizing prior work, we first
provide several key definitions that help to operationalize our study.
Misinformation and Authentic News: As in previous studies, we define misinformation as

information that is false or inaccurate regardless of the intention of the author [8, 52, 57, 64, 69, 77,
118]. Similarly, we define misinformation websites or “unreliable sources” as news websites that
regularly publish false information or misinformation about current events and that do not engage
in journalistic norms such as attributing authors and correcting errors [4, 8, 22, 57, 61, 85, 103, 124].
Conversely, we define authentic news websites as news websites that generally adhere to journalistic
norms including attributing authors and correcting errors; altogether publishing mostly true
information [57, 61, 124].
Online Toxicity and Incivility: Given our use of the Google Jigsaw Perspective API [2], we

define online toxicity and incivility as it does: “(explicit) rudeness, disrespect or unreasonableness of
a comment that is likely to make one leave the discussion.” Within the conversations that we analyze
that center around news and misinformation, we thus consider comments that meet this definition
to be toxic/uncivil.
Political Ideology/Partisan Bias: We define political ideology/partisan bias as users’ and

communities’ place on the US left/right political spectrum [96]. We note the limitation of this
definition given the variety of political views within the US. However, in line with previous
work [58, 98, 99], we utilize this definition that largely fits much of US-centered political discussions
in order to understand how conservative-leaning and liberal-leaning users and communities interact
with one another and misinformation.

2.2 Reddit
Reddit is an online social media platform composed of millions of subcommunities known as
subreddits [3, 19]. Subreddits are each dedicated to specific topics, ranging from politics (r/politics)
and science (r/science) to Pokemon (r/pokemon). Depending on their community guidelines and
rules, users can submit news articles, opinions, images, and memes as submissions. Underneath these
submissions, other users can leave comments or reply to comments from other users. Anyone can
create a subreddit and they are moderated both by Reddit content policies, subreddit-specific rules,
as well as often implicit community norms [19, 36, 68]. These norms encompass political behaviors,
tolerance to misinformation, and toxic or malign behavior (e.g., cursing, personal attacks) [19, 68,
93, 119]. Weld et al. [119] find that subreddit norms vary widely; each subreddit has its unique
value hierarchy.

2.3 Political Ideology and Polarization
People, both in real life and on the Internet, tend to associate with like-minded people [10, 11, 53,
55, 65, 71, 89]. Wojcieszak et al. [121] find that while the majority of political discussions online are
between participants that share the same viewpoint, many users do enjoy conversations with people
with different viewpoints [107]. Social media can thus have the benefit of exposing individuals to
multiple views allowing many to interact with different types of people [11, 30, 89]. Despite this
potential, past works have found that many social media platforms are one of the main reasons
for high degrees of political polarization across the globe [17, 18, 59, 71]. Cass Sunstein, Garett
et al., and Quattrociocchi et al. all argue that the “individualized” experience offered by social
media platforms comes with the risk of creating “information cocoons” and “echo chambers” that
accelerate polarization [44, 90, 108]. Conover et al. [27], for example, find that different structures
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of conversations on Twitter interactions are often heavily influenced by Twitter’s own structure
fostering increased levels of politically polarized conversations. Bessi et al. [14], examining the
behaviors of over 12 million users, find that partisan echo chambers were driven by the algorithms
of both Facebook and YouTube. Torres et al. [110] find the specific Twitter behavior of “follow
trains” induced highly politically polarized behavior on the platform.

In a similar vein, prior works have further found that the increased political polarization engen-
dered by social media causes increased sharing of misinformation as well as toxic online behaviors.
Imhoff et al. [67], for example, find that political polarization is associated with beliefs in con-
spiracy theories. Ebling et al. [33] similarly find that political partisanship levels on social media
are associated with medical misinformation about COVID-19. Several other authors have further
interrogated the adverse effects that social media has had on the democratic process due to the
increased political polarization associated with social media [50, 87, 111, 112].

2.4 Misinformation
In addition to driving political polarization, online activity has been found to be one of the main
drivers of the spread of misinformation. As researched and reported extensively, misinformation has
increasingly become a major and distinctive aspect of the conversations on social media [8, 42, 47].
Even after controlling for cascade size, Juul and Ugander find that false information spreads deeper
and wider on Twitter than true information [70]. Furthermore, misinformation often convinces
those that are exposed to it. A large percentage of US adults were exposed to misinformation stories
by social media during the 2016 election [8] and many believed these false stories were true [7, 52].
As COVID-19 spread throughout the world, misinformation and conspiracy theories became a
major hurdle to curbing its spread [97, 104].
To prevent the spread of misinformation, recent research has heavily focused on tracking and

stemming its flow[57, 111]. Mahl et al. [79], track the spread of 10 different conspiracy theories on
Twitter, identifying one of the largest conspiracy theorist networks. Ahmed et al. [5] use a similar
approach to track the spread of COVID-19 and 5G conspiracy theories. They find well-known
misinformation websites were some of the largest sources helping to spread these conspiracy
theories on Twitter’s platform. Gruzd [51] found that a single Tweet about how COVID-19 was a
hoax, spanned an entire conspiracy theory sending large groups of people to film their local hospitals
to prove that COVID-19 was not real. In addition to network-based approaches, several others have
taken used advancements in natural language processing to identify and track misinformation.
Hanley et al. [56], for example, utilize semantic search to identify and track Russian state-media
narratives on Reddit. Fong et al. [38] utilized linguistic and social features to understand the
psychology of Twitter users that engaged with known conspiracy theorists on the Twitter platform.
Finally, several works have performed in-depth case studies on the spread of specific misinformation
narratives. In their papers, Wilson and Starbird et al. look at the Syrian White Helmets on Twitter
and Bär et al. look at the spread of QAnon on Parler [16, 84, 120].

2.5 Toxicity
41% of Americans and 40% of those globally have reported experiencing bullying or harass-
ment online [32, 109]. Online toxicity takes many forms including intimate partner violence,
sexual harassment, doxing, cyberstalking, coordinated bullying, political incivility, and account
takeovers [40, 41, 78, 109]. Toxic comments, in particular, are one of the most common forms of
hate and harassment online [109]. Similar to our definition (Section 2.1), Vargo et al. [114] describe
toxic comments as those that utilize “extremely vulgar, abusive, or hurtful language”. Muddiman
et al. define online political toxicity [82] as comments that violate “politeness norms, such as
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name-calling and swearing, and democratic norms, such as claims of discrimination, government
dysfunction, and treason.”

Toxicity is also a key aspect of social media [28, 74, 83, 109, 122]. Facebook estimates that between
0.14% and 0.15% of all views on their platform are of toxic comments [35]. This type of incivility, in
addition to damaging online conversations, has been found to also damage civil institutions [15, 112]
having dangerous real-world implications. Fink et al. [37] find that politically charged anti-Muslim
hate speech on Facebook in Myanmar was a prominent aspect preceding the Rohingya genocide.
To prevent the spread of toxic content, various platforms have implemented and designed a

variety of safeguards [1, 2, 35]. Researchers have further taken to performing in-depth studies on
users’ behavior to understand abusers and victims of abuse. For instance, Founta et al. [39] identify
a set of network and account characteristics of abusive accounts on Twitter. Hua et al. [63] look
at properties of the accounts that have heavily negative interactions with political candidates on
Twitter. Finally, Chang et al., Xia et al., Zhang et al., and Lambert et al. all look at the set of causes
that make conversations unhealthy or toxic [76, 123, 125, 126].

2.6 The Interplay of Misinformation, Online Toxicity, and Political Polarization
Several works, close to our study, have attempted to understand how political polarization, online
toxicity, and misinformation interact. Online toxicity, for instance, has been heavily associated with
increased political polarization and the use of misinformation [25, 111]. Conversely, Rajadesingan
et al. [92], find that political discussions in non-overtly political subreddits often lead to less toxic
conversational outcomes. Cinelli et al. [25], show that misinformation about COVID-19 on YouTube
also promoted hate, toxicity, and conspiracy theories on the platform. Chen et al. [21], utilizing
network-based analysis, find that many misleading online videos often lead to increased incivility
in their comments. Separately, Rains et al. [91] find that high polarization is a major factor in
producing incivility and toxicity online. De Francisci Morales et al. [30] find, most markedly that
the interaction of individuals of different political orientations increased negative conversational
outcomes. Similarly, Kim et al., Kwon et al., and Shen et al. all find that exposure to these negative
conversations actually increases observers’ tendency to also engage in incivility [73, 75, 105]. Finally,
Imhoff et al. [67] find that political polarization is a key aspect of people’s belief in false narratives.
Despite this panoply, of research, we note however, it is fairly unclear how polarization and

toxicity interact in the presence of misinformation and in different political environments. In this
work, we seek to fully understand these dynamics.

3 DATASETS & METHODS
Many previous works have individually investigated misinformation, toxicity, and political polariza-
tion individually thoroughly on Reddit as well as the wider Internet; we thus rely, in several places,
on previous works when compiling our datasets. In this section, in addition to giving an overview
of these datasets, we give a brief overview of how we calculate the political ideology/partisan bias
of social media users, how we determine the toxicity levels of tweets and comments, and finally
how we measure levels of misinformation within different subreddits.

3.1 Reddit Dataset
For our work, we studied 18 months of Reddit comments and submissions from January 2020 to
June 2021. To aggregate this data, we rely on Pushshift [13], a third-party API that collects and
publishes monthly datasets of Reddit comments and submissions. Each comment and submission
includes a timestamp, the author’s username, the subreddit/community where the comment was
posted, and the particular conversation thread where the comment was posted. Using this data,
we reconstruct the different conversation threads for each user and each subreddit. Throughout
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this work, we focus on English-language misinformation websites and thus we filter our dataset to
include only English language comments (removing 400M comments) using the whatlanggo Go
library.1

3.2 Misinformation and Authentic News Dataset
To begin to analyze how users interact with misinformation on Reddit, we first gather lists of
misinformation and authentic websites (as a control). Specifically, we aggregate misinformation
and authentic news domains previously gathered by Iffy News,2 OpenSources,3 Politifact,4 Snopes,5
and Melissa Zimdars6, and Hanley et al. [58]. Our final list of misinformation outlets consists of
541 websites encompassing websites such as theconservativetreehouse.com and infowars.com [58].
Many of these misinformation websites have been documented as being a part of toxic political echo
chambers [106]. Separately, our list of authentic news websites consists of 565 different websites
from across the political spectrum including websites like cnn.com and dailywire.com.
We note, to verify our initial findings, we rerun several of our experiments with an additional

separate list of misinformation and authentic news websites (Appendix A). As our second set of
misinformation websites, we utilize a set of 932 websites labeled as “questionable sources” by the
website Media Bias/Fact Check.7 Media Bias/Fact Check labels a website as a “questionable source”
if it exhibits one of the following “extreme bias, consistent promotion of propaganda/conspiracies,
poor or no sourcing of credible information, a complete lack of transparency and/or is fake news.”
This largely matches our definition of misinformation websites outlined in Section 2.1. This list of
websites has been utilized throughout prior works [9, 26]. After removing overlapping websites
with the original list of misinformation websites, we were left with 835 websites. As our second set
of authentic news websites, we utilize a set of 1885 news websites labeled as center8, center-left9,
and center-right10 by Media Bias/Fact Check. After removing duplicates from our original list of
565 websites, we were left with 1720 websites in our second authentic news dataset.

3.3 Msinformation Levels, Misinfo-Oriented Domains, and Mainstream-Oriented
Websites

While we collect a total of 1,376 misinformation domains and 2,285 authentic news websites, we
note that these are merely a subset of the many, many misinformation, and news outlets on the
Internet. To better approximate levels of authentic and misinformation news within different
subreddits, we thus define a bigger class of 157,605 domains that are misinfo-oriented and 667,848
that are mainstream-oriented.
As in prior work [58], we define misinfo-oriented as websites that have more connections from

our set of misinformation websites than from authentic news sources (i.e., the majority of a site’s
inward links in a domain-based graph are from our set of misinformation websites). Similarly, we
define websites as mainstream-oriented websites that have more connections from authentic news
websites than frommisinformation websites. To determine which websites fall into these definitions,

1https://github.com/abadojack/whatlanggo
2https://iffy.news/index
3https://github.com/several27/FakeNewsCorpus
4https://www.politifact.com/article/2017/apr/20/politifacts-guide-fake-news-websites-and-what-they/
5https://github.com/Aloisius/fake-news
6https://library.athenstech.edu/fake
7https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/fake-news/
8https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/center/
9https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/leftcenter/
10https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/right-center/
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https://library.athenstech.edu/fake
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/fake-news/
https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/center/
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https://mediabiasfactcheck.com/right-center/
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Fig. 1. Distribution of subreddit and user polarization scores — We estimate the political polarization of users
and subreddits based on the political polarization of the URLs they post. We compute these estimates for
users and subreddits that have posted at least 10 URLs to get robust averages for each subreddit and user.
Altogether we get approximate political polarization scores for 427K users and 46.7K subreddits.

we utilize Common Crawl data11–widely considered the most complete publicly available source of
web crawl data. For each misinformation and authentic news in our first dataset, we collect the set
of their domain’s HTML pages that were indexed by Common Crawl before August 2021. For each
HTML page indexed by Common Crawl, we parse the HTML and collect hyperlinks to other pages
(i.e., HTML <a> tags). Using this approach, we then determine which misinformation and authentic
news websites have hyperlink connections with which websites on the Internet; and subsequently
we calculate which websites hyperlinked by our set of misinformation and authentic news websites
are misinfo-oriented and mainstream-oriented. Altogether we gather the available Common Crawl
pages and scrape the HTML for 541 misinformation and 565 authentic news websites in our first
URL dataset (we do not do all websites in our dataset given issues with the 100s of TBs required
Common Crawl data). Websites that have been widely documented as spreading falsehood and
conspiracy theories are included within this list as misinfo-oriented including waronfakes.com
and 8kun.top [56, 57, 106]. Conversely, our list of mainstream-oriented websites includes reputable
sources like nytimes.com and wsj.com [124].

3.4 Approximating the Political Polarization of Subreddits and Users
To approximate the political ideology of subreddits and users, we determine how often each user
and subreddit respectively post/share conservative-leaning and liberal-leaning websites. More
concretely, we utilize a dataset of website partisanship scores developed by Robertson et al. [96].
Robertson et al.’s original dataset measured the partisanship of different sites based on how
often they were shared by Democrats and Republicans on Twitter in late 2017. Their dataset
includes partisan bias scores for 19K websites, giving each a score between -1 (liberal/Democratic-
leaning) and +1 (conservative/Republican-leaning). To estimate the approximate political leaning of
subreddits and users, we take the average of the political partisanship scores of the hyperlinks that
they posted online. For example, if a user frequently posts hyperlinks to both nytimes.com (-0.2602
Democratic/Liberal) and veteranstoday.com(+0.2994 Republican/Conservative), this would result
in an approximate political partisanship score of 0.0392. As found by Saveski et al. [98], utilizing
the polarization of URLs posted by users was found to largely correlate (𝑅2

= 0.81) with users’ US
voting behaviors. We further note that while many of these subreddits and users may not be overtly
political, their use of politically charged and biased URLs does allow us as in Saveski et al. [98] to
approximate their political leanings.
11https://commoncrawl.org/

https://commoncrawl.org/
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Fig. 2. Distribution of subreddit average and user average Perspective Severe Toxicity scores — We determine
the toxicity norms for subreddits with at least 50 comments and users with at least 10 comments. Each
user and subreddit has distinctive toxicity norms, posting toxic comments at different rates. At a threshold
of 0.8, most users and the subreddit’s usual comments/posts are not considered toxic or pernicious by the
Perspective API SEVERE_TOXICITY classifier.

To build a robust score for each user and subreddit, we only utilize averaged scores for users
and subreddits who have posted more than 10 URLs. Furthermore, we note, that to approximate
user political leanings we utilize all URLs posted by the user both in their Reddit submissions as
well as their comments. In contrast, we only utilize the URLs posted in submissions on subreddits
when calculating their political leanings. We do this as these hyperlinks are implicitly approved
by the given subreddit community and are more reflective of the political leanings of the full
subreddit [117]. We further remove internal Reddit hyperlinks when calculating the political
leaning of users (i.e a Reddit user or subreddit hyperlinking to another page on Reddit does not
affect the political leaning calculation.) Altogether, we calculate and utilize scores for 427K users
and 46.7K subreddits.
As seen in Figure 1, the average political leaning of Reddit users is liberal/Democratic-leaning

(` = 0.0984). This largely agrees with Pew Research polling data which found that 47% of Reddit
users identify as liberal, 39% as moderate, and 13% as conservative [12]. In contrast, we see across
our measured subreddits, that the average is only slightly liberal-leaning (` = 0.0186). Agreeing
with past work, this confirms that while subreddits are created by and for individuals across the
political spectrum [93], the liberal/Democratic-leaning subreddits are the most popular and have
the most users.

3.5 Identifying Toxic Reddit Comments and Approximating Users and Subreddit
Toxicity Norms

to approximate the relative toxicity of Reddit users and subreddits, we utilize the Perspective API,
a set of out-of-of-the-box toxicity classifiers from Google Jigsaw [2]. The Perspective API takes
comments as input and returns a score of 0–1 for several classifiers. For each classifier, the closer a
comment’s score is to 1, the more likely the comment is pernicious or toxic. To pinpoint explicit
examples of highly toxic comments, we utilize the SEVERE_TOXICITY classifier. The Perspective
API has been utilized extensively in prior works [74, 93, 100] and we rely on the best practices
outlined in past works for our study. As in Chong et al., Han et al [54] and other works, to consider
a comment as toxic, we utilize a threshold of 0.8 [23, 76]. As found by Kumar et al. [74], utilizing
this particular classifier, while limiting recall, provides an acceptable precision for identifying toxic
online content.
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To calculate toxicity norms and identify toxic comments, we first determine the approximate
toxicity norms for each of the 46,681 subreddits for which we have political data. We note, however,
that when calculating toxicity norms, we further filter down to those subreddits with at least 50
comments. For determining user toxicity norms, we first identify 31.1 million users within our set
of 46.7K subreddits for which we have political ideology data, gathering all the comments they
posted between January 2020 and June 2021 across every subreddit they posted in and retrieving
their SEVERE_TOXICITY score with the Perspective API. We do this across all of these users’
English-language comments in every subreddit to approximate toxicity norms for their
overall behavior across Reddit.We then filter down these users to those who have posted at
least 10 comments [93]. From the returned toxicity scores, we approximate each subreddit’s and
user’s toxicity norms by how often they post toxic content (comments with SEVERE_TOXICITY
>= 0.8). As seen in the distributions of these scores in Figure 2, while there is a wide range of online
toxic behaviors, based on our strict definition of toxicity, most users and subreddits are on average
benign in their interactions.

3.6 Ethical considerations
Within this work, we largely focus on identifying large-scale trends in how different subreddits
interact with misinformation, levels of toxicity, and levels of political polarization. While we do
calculate toxicity and polarization levels for individual users, we do not display their usernames in
this work, nor do we attempt to contact them or attempt to deanonymize them.

4 RQ1: REDDIT MISINFORMATION SUBMISSIONS VS AUTHENTIC NEWS
SUBMISSIONS

Having outlined our methodology, in this section we examine the relative toxicity levels and
political ideology of users and subreddits that interact with misinformation and authentic news.

4.1 Setup
On Reddit, as previously mentioned, users can submit news articles from websites as a submission
under which users can comment. To understand the difference in levels of political polarization
and toxic comments associated with posts from misinformation websites, we compare the political
ideology of users and the levels of toxic comments posted under misinformation and authentic
news URL submissions. Across all our collected subreddits, we gather the sets the URL submissions
that utilize our set of misinformation and authentic news websites. Altogether, within our Pushshift
dataset, there were 38.3K submissions utilizing our first set of 541 misinformation websites from
2.2K different subreddits and 227K submissions utilizing our set of 565 authentic news websites
from 18.4K unique subreddits. The difference in the magnitude of submissions, we believe, is largely
due to the greater popularity and widespread appeal of authentic mainstream news compared with
alternative and more fringe websites [58]. Indeed, utilizing the Amazon Alexa Top Million list from
March 1, 2021 [6], we find that 255 authentic news websites were in the top 100K websites, while
only 101 misinformation websites were in the top 100K.

To bolster and confirms our results, we test our findings in this section utilizing our second set
of misinformation and mainstream websites. Altogether, from this second set of URLs, we find
an additional set of 9.6K misinformation and 561K authentic news submissions. Obtaining highly
similar results compared to our first set of URLs, we report this second set of results in Appendix A.
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(a) User Toxicity (b) Subreddit Toxicity

Fig. 3. Toxicity levels for users who comment under authentic News and misinformation URL Reddit
submissions—Users who interact with misinformation submissions are slightly more toxic/uncivil than
users who interact with authentic news. Both groups are slightly more toxic/uncivil than Reddit users gen-
erally. Similarly, subreddits with misinformation submissions are overall more toxic/uncivil compared with
authentic news subreddits and subreddits more generally.

4.2 Differences in Toxicity/Incivility between Misinformation and Authentic News
Submissions

Looking at the toxicity comments from submissions posting misinformation domains, we see that
14.9% of the submissions had at least one toxic comment and 1.80% of all the comments were toxic.
In contrast, for our set of authentic news submissions, 13.6% of the submissions had at least one
toxic comment and only 1.05% of the comments were toxic.12 We thus see an approximate 71.4%
relative uptick in the rate at which toxic comments are posted under misinformation submissions.
Higher toxicity within misinformation submissions could be caused by (1) more toxic/uncivil

users participating in these conversations, or (2) higher toxicity norms in the subreddits where
the misinformation was posted. As seen in Figure 3, we see that misinformation commenters are
slightly more toxic than their authentic news counterparts. On average 1.54% of the comments
for the users associated with misinformation submissions are toxic/uncivil compared with 1.22%
for the corresponding group of authentic news users. We note, that despite the proximity in the
toxicity of misinformation commenters and authentic news commenters, the higher user toxicity
appears stable even among users from the same subreddits. Comparing only the users who posted
in subreddits where both mainstream and misinformation URLs were posted, we still see that the
users who posted on misinformation submissions had elevated rates of toxicity (1.45% compared to
1.21%). We thus see “more toxic” users are indeed commenting more on misinformation submissions
compared to authentic news submissions.13 However, despite the finding that more toxic users
are indeed commenting more often on misinformation submissions, their higher rate of toxicity
is not enough to explain the larger amount of toxic comments in misinformation submissions.
After accounting for the higher rate of user toxicity across all the URL submissions, we still see
35.5% more toxic comments than would be expected. Other factors, besides the specific users that

12We note that moderator and admin Reddit accounts make up a relatively small percentage of these toxic interactions; 4.1%
of toxic comments on misinformation submissions and 2.9% of toxic comments on authentic news submissions. 98.2% of all
toxic interactions do not involve a moderator/admin. Nearly all activity, including toxic activity, is by non-mod/admin users.
13We note that we performMannWhitney U-tests to ensure that there are indeed statistically significant differences between
the rate of toxicity in misinformation and authentic news users; running these tests and finding p-values < 10−12, we indeed
conclude that both groups URL submission commenters that there are indeed higher rates of toxicity for the misinformation
users.
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(a) User Polarization (b) Subreddit Polarization

Fig. 4. Political polarization of users who comment under authentic news and misinformation Reddit
submissions– There are no significant differences in political ideology between users who comment on
misinformation and those that comment on authentic news. Similarly, there are no significant differences in
the political orientation of subreddits where misinformation and authentic news appear.

comment on misinformation, are contributing to the higher rate of toxicity on misinformation
submissions.
Examining the role of subreddits in promoting toxicity in Figure 3, we find that the toxicity

norms of subreddits with misinformation submissions also contribute to higher levels of toxic
comments. On average, the set of subreddits with misinformation submissions have higher levels
of toxicity compared to subreddits with authentic news submissions. Altogether, for corresponding
subreddits with misinformation submissions, 1.40% of comments are toxic/uncivil compared to
0.80% in authentic news submissions. Confirming these results with our separate set of URLs
(Appendix A), we thus conclude that across our examined cases that there is a heightened level
of toxicity within conversations on misinformation submissions compared to authentic news
submissions.

4.3 Differences in Political Polarization between Misinformation and Authentic News
Submissions

Having seen the higher levels of toxicity/incivility present within misinformation Reddit submis-
sions, we now explore the political differences between users who comment on misinformation
and those that comment on authentic news.

Looking at the political ideology of users commenting under misinformation Reddit submissions,
we surprisingly do not see dramatic differences between them and users that comment on authentic
news submissions. In fact, as seen in Figure 4, for our set of misinformation URLs, we see a slight
leftward tilt in the average commenter. Similarly and surprisingly, looking in Figure 4 at the political
orientation of the subreddits where our misinformation and authentic news submissions appeared,
we again see that there is not much difference in their respective political ideology distributions.
This appears to indicate that both misinformation and authentic news appear within subreddits
and get commented on by users across the political spectrum.
We note that despite misinformation appearing in subreddits across the political spectrum,

the users that post misinformation submissions have a rightward tilt compared to the users that
comment on misinformation. As seen in Figure 5, we see that misinformation submitters are on
the whole more conservative than their corresponding more liberal commenters. This is largely in
contrast to authentic news commenters and posters. As seen in Figure 5 authentic news posters
and commenters share nearly the same distribution. Altogether, we observe (especially in contrast
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(a) Misinformation (b) Authentic News

Fig. 5. Distribution of the political orientation of posters and commenters of misinformation— There is a
noticeable rightward tilt in users that postmisinformation compared to those that comment onmisinformation.
Unlike misinformation posts, the posters and the commenters on authentic news share similar distributions
of political orientations.

to authentic news submissions), that a politically different set of users post misinformation news
compared to those that comment on it. Thus while we do not observe that the polarization levels of
users who comment on misinformation are substantially different from commenters on authentic
users, we do observe that they are different from posters of misinformation content.

We again confirm these findings utilizing our second set of misinformation and authentic news
domains, reporting the results in Appendix A.

4.4 Intersection of Misinformation, News Media, Toxicity, and Political Polarization
across Subreddits

Finally, having seen the political ideology and toxicity distributions among different users and in
different environments, we now look if these different characteristics correlate with the amount of
misinformation and authentic news in each subreddit. Namely, we now determine more broadly if
levels of misinformation are correlated with increased levels of toxicity. To do this we rely on our
list of misinfo-oriented and mainstream-oriented websites.
Specifically, for each subreddit in our dataset, we compute their misinformation similarity and

theirmainstream similarity based on the percentage of each subreddit’s URL submissions that come
from websites that are misinfo-oriented and mainstream-oriented. This measurement essentially
determines the approximate percentage of submissions within each of our subreddits that is
misinformation oriented/related and the percentage that is mainstream oriented/related.
As seen in Figure 6, across all our 46.7K considered subreddits, we observe that as subreddits

become more similar to misinformation and hyperlink to more misinfo-oriented domains, their
toxicity increases. This largely matches our observation in Section 4.2 that misinformation submis-
sions are in general more toxic/uncivil than authentic news submissions. Misinformation levels in
general thus appear to be correlated with increased toxicity. We further again surprisingly see in
Figure 6 that levels of misinformation are not heavily correlated with political polarization. It does
not appear that the most politically polarized environments necessarily rely upon misinformation.
For example, the most left-leaning subreddits that we observed mostly supported US Senator Bernie
Sanders and did not necessarily have high misinformation levels. Conversely, we do not see much
of a correlation between subreddits with high mainstream similarity and political polarization and
toxicity. This again reinforces our results finding that mainstream news does not have higher levels
of toxicity and political polarization from Section 4.2 and Section 4.3. We thus see again from this
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Fig. 6. Misinformation, toxicity, and
political polarization interactions— As
subreddits increase in misinformation
levels, they become more toxic. How-
ever, there is not a large correlation
between misinformation levels and
the political polarization of subreddits.
Similarly, we do not see any correla-
tion between political polarization lev-
els and mainstream similarity; nor do
we see any correlation with toxicity
levels. We note that given amount of
subreddits considered, removing out-
liers with Local Outlier Detection had
little effect on these results.

analysis that misinformation is indeed correlated with higher toxicity, while authentic news is
largely not.

4.5 Summary
In this section, we found that misinformation on Reddit largely is correlative with and predictive
of higher amounts of incivility and toxicity on the platform. Most markedly, we observed that
the comments under misinformation submissions are posted at a rate 71.4% higher than the
comments under authentic news submissions. Further, while we do observe a dichotomy in the
political polarization of users that post misinformation and those that comment on misinformation,
somewhat surprisingly, we find that misinformation appears across different political environments,
with it not being concentrated just in the political extremes. Lastly, looking at how different levels
of misinformation correlate with toxicity, we find the more misinfo-oriented submissions a given
subreddit has, the more toxic/uncivil it is likely to be.

5 RQ2: MISINFORMATION AND POLARIZED TOXIC CONVERSATIONS
As seen in the previous section, comments are 71.4% more toxic in response to misinformation
submissions than authentic news submissions. Furthermore, there appears to be a difference in the
political orientation of users who post misinformation and those who comment on it. Given this
difference and the higher toxicity levels present within misinformation submission comments, we
now turn to understand if and how political differences are correlated with toxicity within Reddit
misinformation submissions.

5.1 Setup
To fully understand how different levels of political differences fuel toxicity and incivility, for this
section, we reconstruct the conversational dyads that exist underneath each Reddit submission
using the data provided by Pushshift [13]. Comments underneath Reddit submissions are similar to
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Fig. 7. Proportions of inter-party interactions in different subreddits—As subreddits hyperlink to moremisinfo-
oriented websites, as a percentage, there are fewer and fewer interactions between conservative and liberal
users. In contrast, there is a slight correlation between hyperlinking to mainstream-oriented websites and
more inter-party interactions.

conversational threads; if a user responds to a given comment, their reply will appear underneath
the comment. For each submission in our dataset, we thus determine using the thread information
whether the commenter posted a response directly to another commenter. This enables us to
reconstruct conversational dyads between individual Reddit users. Then, using the approach
outlined in Section 3.1, we determine the polarization and average toxicity of the users in our
conversational dyads. From these calculations, we further label users as conservative/conservative-
leaning (positive political ideology score) or liberal/liberal-leaning (negative political ideology
score). Lastly, looking at each of these conversational dyads, we determine if each user’s response
to each other is toxic/uncivil by utilizing the Perspective API SEVERE_TOXICITY classifier with a
cutoff of 0.8 (as also outlined in Section 3.1). For a comparison of how conversations differ between
misinformation and authentic news comments, we finally separate the set of conversational dyads
that appear undermisinformation and authentic news submissions.We lastly note, having confirmed
our initial findings using our dual set of URLs, we, for the rest of this work, combine these two
URL lists (i.e we now consider the conversational dyads under submissions that utilize our full set
of 1,372 misinformation domains and 2,285 authentic news domains.

5.2 Toxic Interactions within Misinformation and Authentic News Environments
We find high amounts of homophily in interactions across our conversational dyads. Across all
our conversational dyads, 81.7% of interactions are between users of the same political orientation
(i.e liberal-liberal, conservative-conservative).14 For conversations under authentic news15 and
misinformation submissions16, this changes to 81.3% and 85.3% respectively. We thus see slightly
more intra-party conversations within misinformation conversations than the entire Reddit popu-
lation at large. Indeed using our set of misinfo-oriented and mainstream-oriented and looking at
the top 1000 subreddits’ conversational dyads (i.e. more dyads and thus more specificity in our
calculated percentages), as seen in Figure 7, as website hyperlink to more misinfo-oriented websites,
conversations on their subreddits become more insular (𝜌 = −0.150). In contrast, as subreddits

14Across our all conversational dyads, in 54.6% of the dyads only the original commenters were toxic, in 41.0% of the dyads
only the responders were toxic, and in 4.4% of dyads, both the original commenter and the responder were toxic.
15Across our all authentic news dyads, in 60.1% of the original commenters were toxic, in 36.6% of the dyads only the
responders were toxic, and in 3.2% of dyads, both the original commenter and the responder were toxic.
16Across our all authentic news dyads, in 62.3% of the dyads only the original commenters were toxic, in 34.5% of the dyads
only the responders were toxic, and in 3.2% of dyads, both the original commenter and the responder were toxic.
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Fig. 8. Percentage of interactions that are
toxic/uncivil for authors and targets of dif-
ferent political leanings. Across all 46K con-
sidered subreddits, there is a slight het-
erophily for users to reply in a toxic/uncivil
manner to members with a tilt towards the
opposite political party.

hyperlink to more mainstream-oriented websites, there is a slight increase in the amount of inter-
party conversations (𝜌 = 0.198). We thus see that misinformation is correlated with heightened
intra-party conversations and political homophily within the subreddits, creating more insular
communities, while authentic news is associated with a slight increase in inter-party political
conversations.
In contrast to increased intra-party interactions within misinformation filled-subreddits, we

observe a reverse trend in terms of toxic/uncivil comments. As seen in Figure 8, across all considered
conversations, we see a slight increase in users replying in a toxic/uncivil manner to users who are
not of the same political leaning. We calculate an odds ratio of 1.17 for users to reply in a toxic
manner to users of a different political leaning compared with users of the same political leaning.
Comparing the set of toxic conversational dyads under misinformation submissions, we see even
more animosity between users of different political affiliations. Compared with the baseline across
all conversations, we observe a 25.2% relative increase in the percentage of liberal to conservative
toxic comments and a 12.5% relative increase in the percentage of conservative to liberal toxic
comments. In contrast, for authentic news submissions, we see a 23.2% relative decrease in liberal
to conservative toxic comments and an 18.8% drop in the percentage of conservative to liberal toxic
comments (Figure 9). This appears to indicate that while in misinformation-laced conversations,
users are more likely to respond in a toxic manner to users of a different political orientation, users
in authentic news-centered conversations are less likely. To confirm, we calculated the odds ratio:
1.64 for misinformation toxic comments and 0.87 for mainstream toxic comments when comparing
the percentages of politically inter-party toxic comments to politically intra-party comments.
Overall we thus find that on average, within misinformation submission comments, users are

slightly more likely to respond with a toxic comment to users of different political leaning compared
to all submissions on Reddit. This largely explains the higher levels of toxicity observed within
misinformation submissions in Section 4.2 given the political differences we further observed
between misinformation posters and misinformation comments.

Potential Confounding Factors: Account Age and Account Type. Before further examining the po-
tential role of political ideological differences in leading to increased toxicity within misinformation
submissions, we first measure the effect of some confounding factors, namely, account age and
account type (Admin/Moderator vs Non-Admin/Moderator).
As suggested in prior work [94], a possible explanation for the increased toxicity within mis-

information submission could be that the accounts commenting on misinformation submissions
were relatively recently created (which tend to be more toxic than older accounts). Looking across
all of Reddit, as seen in Figure 10, we do indeed see that newer accounts are more toxic than
older accounts. However, upon further analysis, we see that misinformation commenting accounts
tend to be older than mainstream commenter accounts and the relationship between age and
account toxicity is less pronounced for misinformation and authentic news commenters (Figure 10).
Similarly, from Table 1, we further observe that both Mod/Admin accounts (accounts that oversee
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(a) Misinformation Submission comments
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(b) Authentic News Submission comments

Fig. 9. Percentage increases of interactions that are toxic/uncivil in misinformation and authentic news
submissions for conservative and liberal authors against conservative and liberal targets compared against
the baseline of all interactions (Figure 8). We ensure that the respective shifts in percentage increases and
decreases are significant by performing t-tests. Values that have 𝑝-values≈0 are starred. All other values were
found to be non-significant (i.e. p-values > 0.00625, [𝛼=0.05/8 after Bonferroni correction.])

Misinformation Submissions

Mod/Admin Toxicity 2.20% ± 0.20%
Non-Mod/Admin Toxicity 1.75% ± 0.02%

Authentic News Submissions

Mod/Admin Toxicity 1.17% ± 0.04%
Non-Mod/Admin Toxicity 0.76% ± 0.005%

All Submissions

Mod/Admin Toxicity 0.46% ± 0.000%
Non-Mod/Admin Toxicity 1.36% ± 0.000%

Table 1. % of Toxic Comments for Moderator/Admin and Non-Moderator/Admin Users on Misinformation,
Authentic News, and All Submissions with 95% Normal Confidence Intervals.

and regulate discussion on subreddits) have increased toxicity within misinformation submissions
compared to authentic news submissions as well. We thus conclude that these possible confounding
factors are not what leads to increased toxicity in misinformation submissions. However, as seen
in Table 1, moderator and admin users have increased toxicity compared to non-moderator users
across all news-related submissions, largely in contrast to submissions as a whole. While not
responsible for the difference in toxicity between misinformation and authentic news submissions,
we thus see that admin status as well as the user-creation data can have some effect on the toxicity
of the users. As a result, for the rest of our analysis and or modeling, we included these factors as
affecting the levels of toxicity of particular users. Having, examined these factors, we now turn
to further modeling whether political ideology differences have a discriminating influence on the
toxicity of misinformation commenters.

5.3 Modeling toxic interactions between users commenting under Misinformation
Submissions

Having explored potential confounding factors, to further confirm the finding that users of different
political stripes in misinformation-laced conversations are more likely to reply in a toxic manner
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(a) Creation Date vs Toxicity
(b) Age of Commenters

Fig. 10. Newer Accounts are more likely to be toxic— Across all of Reddit, the longer that a user’s account has
been on Reddit the less likely they are to be toxic in any given interaction. For misinformation and authentic
news submissions, this relationship, however, is less pronounced. Furthermore, on average, misinformation
commenter accounts tend to be slightly older than mainstream commenter accounts. This suggests that
account age is not a driving factor in users commenting in a toxic manner on misinformation submissions at
a greater rate.

Misinformation Interactions Coefficient

Intercept -8.512***
Absolute User Polarization 0.434
User Polarization Differences -0.893*
User Toxicity 12.410***
User Moderator/Admin Status -0.3067
Relative User Age (years) 0.0028*
Reciprocity 4.573 ***
Shared Subreddits 0.00063

∗
𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗𝑝 < 0.001

Mainstream/Authentic News Interactions Coefficient

Intercept -8.711***
Absolute User Polarization 0.882*
User Polarization Differences -1.278***
User Toxicity 9.003***
User Moderator/Admin Status -0.4660
Relative User Age (years) -0.0049
Reciprocity 3.569***
Shared Subreddits 0.0004

∗
𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗𝑝 < 0.001

Table 2. Toxic Misinformation and Authentic News Submission Interactions. As confirmed in our ERGM,
differences in the political orientation of users are predictive of increased incivility and toxicity with users of
differing political orientations more likely to engage in toxic interactions within misinformation submissions
than on mainstream submissions. Similarly, the higher each user’s toxicity norm, the more they are likely to
target other users with toxic comments.

to each other, we fit our network data of toxic interactions to an exponential random graph
model (ERGM). An Exponential Random Graph Model (ERGM) is a form of modeling that predicts
connections (e.g., toxic interactions) between different nodes (users) in a given network [66]. ERGM
models assume that connections are determined by a random variable 𝑝∗ that is dependent on
input variables. As in Chen et al. [21] and Peng et al. [86], we utilize this modeling as it does
not assume that its data input is independent; given that we want to model the interactions of
polarization, toxicity, this relaxed restriction is key (we have already seen that they are largely not
independent) [66, 113]. Utilizing this framework, we thus model the probability of toxic interactions
between a given author and target within misinformation submissions as a function of 1) their
percentage of toxic comments, 2) their political polarization, 3) the difference in the author and
target’s political polarization, 4) whether either are a moderator or admin in a subreddit 5) the
relative age of the target and author, 6) the reciprocity between the author and target (i.e. if the
author and target both had a toxic comment aimed at each other), and finally, 7) the number of
subreddits that they share.
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Fig. 11. Subreddit misinformation similarity vs. probability of toxic interactions between users of different and
same political orientation— While for both inter-political and intra-political interactions, as misinformation
similarity in a subreddit increases, the probability of a toxic interaction increases, for inter-political interactions
the rate of increase is nearly double.

Fitting our ERGM to both misinformation submission conversational dyads and authentic news
conversational dyads, we again see for both misinformation interactions and authentic news
interactions that account age and account admin/moderator status, have little to no significant
effect on the interactions in both cases. Indeed for misinformation interactions, we see that as
accounts get older relative to when they post the more likely they are to engage in toxic interactions.
From Table 2, for authentic news interactions, we further observe (1) that the more toxic a user, the
more likely they are to engage in toxic interactions, (2) that users are more likely to respond in a
toxic manner to users who engage with them in a toxic manner (reciprocity), (3) that users who are
more politically similar to each other are more likely to be toxic to each other (i.e. there are more
interactions amongst users who are politically similar than different), and finally (4) that more
polarized and ideological a user is (on either side of the political spectrum) the more likely they are
to engage in toxic behavior. These results largely concur with our previous discussions. Directly
comparing misinformation interactions, we see mostly similar behavior, with toxic conversations
being more likely to occur among toxic users and with users more likely to respond in a toxic
manner to others who send them a toxic comment first. However, most importantly, we find here,
while most toxic interactions do still occur among users that are politically similar to each other,
compared to authentic news interactions, users under misinformation submissions are more likely
to send toxic comments to users of different political ideologies than users under mainstream
submissions (-0.893 vs -1.278).

We thus have seen that not only do misinformation submissions have more insular conversations,
with 85.3% of conversational dyads between users of the same political orientation (compared to
81.3% of conversations under all Reddit submissions) but also that users become more hostile to
users of the opposing political orientation compared with users who post under authentic news
submissions.

5.4 Levels of Misinformation and increased rates of inter-political toxicity
Finally, having confirmed that users posting under misinformation submission of different political
orientations are more likely to engage in negative interactions with each other, we determine if the
overall levels of misinformation within given subreddits as a whole leads to increased inter-party
toxic interactions. Namely, as misinformation levels in a subreddit as a whole increase does the
probability of negative interactions between users of different political orientations increase? We
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Adjusted R-squared: 0.289 Coefficient

Intercept 0.00585***
Subreddit Misinfo Similarity 0.0270***
Type of Interaction (Intra vs Inter-Party) 0.00739***
Misinfo Similarity*Inter-Party 0.0302***

∗
𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗𝑝 < 0.001

Table 3. Moderation Analysis on Different Types of Interactions: Fit of the probability of toxic comments in
subreddits against levels of misinformation-oriented hyperlinks and the type of interactions (inter-party vs
intra-party)

Fig. 12. Subreddit misinformation similarity vs. probability of toxic interactions between users of different and
same political orientation— For both inter-political and intra-political interactions, as mainstream similarity
in a subreddit increases the probability of inter- and intra-political toxicity is largely flat.

thus plot the percentage of misinformation within a given subreddit against the probability of toxic
interaction between members of the two political orientations.
As seen in Figure 11 looking at subreddits with at least 50 toxic conversational dyads (i.e.

subreddits with a large number of interactions), we see that as subreddits have moremisinformation-
oriented hyperlink submissions, the percentage of conversations dyads between users of different
political leanings increases. Concretely, subreddit misinformation similarity and the probability
with which inter-political conversations are toxic correlate 𝜌 = 0.368. While we similarly see that
intra-political toxicity as a function of the amount of misinformation-oriented hyperlinks also
increases with a similar correlation 𝜌 = 0.388, we see the rate at which misinformation induces
inter-political toxicity is nearly 2.1 times that of intra-political toxicity (0.057 slope vs 0.027 slope).
Performing a moderation analysis by fitting a linear regression on misinformation similarity vs.
probability of toxic comments with the type of interaction (intra-party vs. inter-party) as the
moderation term, we in Table 3 do indeed see the inter-party toxic increases at a faster rate than
intra-party interactions. This reflects the fact that misinformation oriented submissions are on
the whole more toxic but that they increase inter-party toxicity at a faster rate than politically
intra-party toxicity.
Performing the same analysis and comparing against subreddit mainstream similarity, we do

not see a similar relationship. As seen in Figure 12, the relationship between inter-political and
intra-political toxicity rates and similarity to mainstream sources is largely flat. Similarly, after
fitting our linear regression and performing the same moderation analysis, in Table 4 we find, as in
Section 5.2, that mainstream similarity correlates with a decreased rate of interparty party toxicity
(-0.00397).
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Adjusted R-squared: 0.1778 Coefficient

Intercept 0.0144***
Subreddit Mainstream Similarity -0.00487
Type of Interaction (Intra vs Inter-Party) 0.0163***
Mainstream Similarity*Inter-Party Type -0.00397**

∗
𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗𝑝 < 0.001

Table 4. Moderation Analysis on Different Types of Interactions:Fit of the probability of toxic comments
in subreddits against levels of mainstream-oriented hyperlinks and the type of interactions (inter-party vs
intra-party

5.5 Summary
Throughout this section, we find that hyperlinks from misinformation outlets not only promote
higher levels of toxicity in general but also appear to be correlated with increased inter-political
incivility. Fitting an ERGM to our misinformation toxic dyads, we indeed find that political dif-
ferences (along with reciprocity and each user’s toxicity) drive toxic interactions at a higher rate.
Finally, examining how different levels of misinformation promote toxicity among users, we find
that across our considered subreddits, misinformation drives inter-political incivility at 2.1 times
the rate of intra-political toxicity.

6 RQ3: ENGAGEMENTWITH MISINFORMATION AND AUTHENTIC NEWS
Having explored how misinformation on Reddit correlated with more toxic and politically insular
environments on Reddit, we now determine these factors’ role in user engagement with misinfor-
mation and authentic news. Namely having seen that misinformation is associated with more toxic
and politically uncivil environments, are these environments also associated with more engagement
with misinformation? Do users comment more and engage more thoroughly with misinformation
in these toxic and politically insular environments?
Various works have found that toxic and polarized environments often provoke engagement

from users as they get “outraged” by the presented content [43, 72]. In this final section, we seek to
determine how different communities and different community norms affect the rates at which
misinformation and authentic news get interactions on Reddit.

6.1 Setup
To understand user interactions and engagement with misinformation and authentic news URL sub-
missions, we utilize the number of comments that each submission receives. We utilize the number
of comments rather than the number of upvotes/downvotes, due to the unreliability of Pushshift’s
data for this particular characteristic. While Pushshift often can acquire most submissions and
comments, it often fails to keep up-to-date information about the number of votes a given submis-
sion receives [13]. This is largely due to the high rate at which submission upvotes/downvotes
change. We thus use the more stable and reliable “number of comments” number to determine
user engagement with a given submission. We lastly note that to properly model the number of
comments, we remove comments from Reddit “auto moderator” accounts (often subreddits have
auto moderators that automatically comment on submissions). We thus consider the number of
comments from “real world” users.
To model the count data of the number of comments on given submissions, we utilize a zero-

inflated negative binomial regression [95]. Within our regression, each observation data point
represents a single submission and the number of comments it garnered. We specifically utilize a
zero-inflated negative binomial regression as it appropriately models our set of count data. Unlike
a Poisson model, which is often utilized to model count data, negative binomial regressions do not
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Fig. 13. Log of the number of submis-
sions for misinformation and authen-
tic news submissions— A large major-
ity of submissions do not receive com-
ments.

make the strong assumption that the mean of the data is equal to the variance [81]. Given that some
submissions garner thousands of comments while others garner none, utilizing a Poisson model
would be somewhat inappropriate. We further utilize the zero-inflated version of this regression
given the heavy preponderance of submissions that do not receive any comments. After removing
comments from auto moderators, as depicted in Figure 13, 54.5% of submissions within our dataset
did not receive any comments. A normal negative binomial model would thus be unable the
correctly model this behavior.
We finally note that zero-inflated negative binomial regressions return two sets of coefficients.

One set of coefficients, the zero-inflated coefficients, estimated using logistic regression, gives the
probability that the given submission would receive 0 comments as a function of the covariates.
Positive coefficients for these zero-inflated coefficients indicate that increases in the predictor
variable make the submissions receiving 0 comments more likely. Thus the more negative a
coefficient, the more the given covariate correlates with inducing at least 1 comment. The second
set of coefficients, the negative binomial coefficients, model the number of comments as a function of
the covariates. For these coefficients, positive coefficients indicate that the larger the corresponding
covariate, the more comments that submission was likely to have received. We thus, in our analysis,
can understand how different covariates affect the probability that a given submission will receive
any comments and how these same covariates affect the number of comments received.
For data, we model the number of garnered comments for both our set of 47,822 misinforma-

tion submissions and 787,603 authentic news submissions. As factors influencing the number of
comments, we utilize (1) the user’s admin/moderator status, (2) the relative age of the account that
posted the submission, (3) the submitter’s political ideology, (4) the subreddit’s polarization, (5) the
toxicity norm of the subreddit, (6) the submitter’s toxicity norm, and (7) the average number of
comments with the subreddit the submission was posted in.

6.2 Results
Before engaging in a thorough analysis of the fits of our zero-inflated negative binomials, we first
perform a spot-check on the results: we ensure that the higher the average amount of comments in
a given subreddit the more likely a submission is to get comments and that this average correlates
with more comments on submissions. In other words, we check that submissions in subreddits
where users comment more, also received more comments. As seen in both Tables 5 and 6, for both
misinformation and authentic news Reddit submissions, as the average number of comments in a
particular subreddit increases, (1) the more likely a submission is to get comments at all and (2) the
more comments it is likely to get. Having observed this behavior, we now examine the rest of the
covariates within our fits.

User Admin/Moderator Status. For both misinformation and authentic news submissions, we
observe that user/moderator accounts, when they post either misinformation or authentic news
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submission, are less likely to garner comments. However, if these submissions eventually do gain
comments, we find that if the submitter is a moderator/admin, this status is correlated with the
submissions getting more comments.

Account Age. For misinformation and authentic news submissions, we do not find a significant
coefficient for the age of a submitting account and whether the submission receives any comments.
However, we do find as account age increases, that submissions are more likely to get more
comments in both cases. This may indicate that accounts with more history in given subreddits

Number of Comments on Misinfo Submissions
Zero Inflated Negative Binomial
negative coefficient = positive coefficient =
more likely to get comments more comments

Intercept 4.557*** 3.442***

User Moderator/Admin Status 1.825*** 2.513***

Submission Date-Creation Date 0.021 0.045***

Absolute User Polarization -5.635*** -2.584 ***

Absolute Subreddit Polarization 2.123*** -3.565 ***

Subreddit Toxicity -2.439* -2.394***

User Toxicity -11.519*** -6.206**

Average # Subreddit Comments -5.902*** 0.884***
∗
𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗𝑝 < 0.001

Table 5. Fit of our zero-inflated negative binomial regression on the number of comments on our set of
misinformation URL submissions across different subreddits.

Number of Comments on Authentic News Submissions
Zero Inflated Negative Binomial
negative coefficient = positive coefficient =
more likely to get comments more comments

Intercept 3.471*** 1.694***

User Moderator/Admin Status 0.548*** 1.480***

Submission Date-Creation Date 0.024 0.082***

Absolute User Polarization -3.066*** -1.212***

Absolute Subreddit Polarization 5.685*** -1.025***

Subreddit Toxicity 6.019*** 8.736***

User Toxicity -13.966*** -3.534***

Average # Subreddit Comments -6.455*** 0.747***
∗
𝑝 < 0.05; ∗∗𝑝 < 0.01; ∗∗∗𝑝 < 0.001

Table 6. Fit of our zero-inflated negative binomial regression on the number of comments on our set of
authentic news URL submissions across different subreddits.
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or on Reddit as a whole may attract more engagement with their posts due to their reputation or
knowledge of the platform.

User Political Ideology. For both misinformation and authentic news submissions, the political
ideology of the posting user has similar effects. Namely, for both authentic news and misinformation
submissions, we see that as the submission’s submitter becomes more politically polarized (i.e.
moves to the political extremes on the political left or right), the more likely their posts are to
receive comments. With zero-inflated coefficients of -7.24 for misinformation submissions and -2.74
for authentic news submissions, we see that this is particularly true for misinformation submissions.
This largely agrees with prior work that has shown that highly polarized users are likely to provoke
and garner comments on social media platforms [62, 72].

However, despite highly polarized users being able to attract at least one comment, we observe
that for both authentic news and misinformation submissions as the posting user becomes more
politically polarized, the fewer comments their post is likely to receive. This appears to indicate
that in the case of misinformation and authentic news submission, Reddit users are perhaps being
“turned off” and thus engage less with highly polarized users [60] compared to more politically
neutral users.

Subreddit Polarization. We find that for authentic news submissions and misinformation sub-
missions, the more politically polarized a subreddit is, the less likely anyone is to comment. This
is particularly true for authentic news submissions (5.685 vs 2.123) This may indicate generally
these news posts, and in particular authentic news submissions, do not ordinarily gain any traction
on highly polarized subreddits. Inundated with news, Rather, as documented by Wang et al. [117]
subreddits like these often ignore more trustworthy sources. We thus find that the insular nature
of more partisan subreddits may be inducing them to largely ignore authentic news submissions,
in particular, when they are posted.

In contrast, for both misinformation and authentic news submissions, we find that as polarization
goes up, the more comments given submissions are likely to garner. This is particularly true
for misinformation submissions (-3.565 vs -1.025). This reflects that when authentic news and
misinformation submissions are noticed, the more polarized the environment, the more users seem
to comment and engage with submissions [72].

Subreddit Toxicity. Looking at the subreddit toxicity, we see a marked difference between au-
thentic news submissions and misinformation submissions. We see, notably, for misinformation
submissions, the more toxic a subreddit is, the more likely the submission is to get comments.
In contrast, for authentic news submissions, the more toxic the subreddit, the more likely the
submission is to not get any comments at all. As a result, in more toxic environments, it appears
that these types of submissions may be ignored. In contrast, oftentimes misinformation websites
often post inflammatory articles designed to engender angst in their readership. For example,
with regards to the COVID-19 pandemic, the misinformation website battle.news [106] recently
published a report entitled “Wake Up! Even The Masks Made You Sick”!17 As subreddits get more
toxic, we thus see that their users are more likely to engage with articles such as this.

However, we further find, for authentic news submissions, that as subreddit toxicity goes up, the
more comments given submissions are likely to garner. In contrast for misinformation submissions,
the more toxic the subreddit, the fewer comments the submission is likely to garner. This reflects
that when authentic news submissions are posted, the more toxic the environment the more users
seem to comment and engage with the submissions. In contrast, when misinformation is noticed
in toxic environments, this appears to not draw extensive interactions; rather the less toxic the
17https://web.archive.org/web/20220801105629/https://battleplan.news/watch?id=62cf06f3c0f117796a9553b7
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environment, the more likely that people are to comment on the misinformation post. We thus
see that authentic news submissions are more often ignored in toxic subreddits when compared to
misinformation and simultaneously that as communities get more toxic, they tend to comment
more on authentic news and less on misinformation submissions.

User Toxicity. Finally, looking at user toxicity, we see similar behaviors for both authentic news
andmisinformation submissions. Most notably, as users becomemore toxic, for both misinformation
and authentic news submission, they are more likely they are to provoke at least one comment.
We thus see that user toxicity, like political polarization, is a means by which to gain engagement
generally. However, again in both cases, we see that while user toxicity often provokes at least one
person to react, we see that this toxicity, often does not lead to more comments on the whole. As
found in prior work, toxic users, while often sparking retorts as other users become enraged, also
create unhealthy, short, and otherwise bad conversational outcomes [74, 100]. This result largely
matches our definition of individual toxicity as comments that are likely to make one leave the
discussion from Section 2.1.

7 LIMITATIONS
In this work, we took a large-scale approach to understand the role of misinformation in insular and
toxic communities online. Given that our approach examines multiple communities simultaneously,
there are some tradeoffs we make. We outline and go over some of these limitations.
One of the limitations of our approach is our use of hyperlinks to determine the presence of

misinformation and estimate political polarization levels. Our approach relies on the presence of
particular US-based domains on given subreddits and largely only measures US-centric misinfor-
mation and polarization. As a result, we are largely unable to extrapolate our results to non-English
subreddits and non-US-based political environments. However, we note, while our work centers on
US-based political environments, as found in prior works, highly political environments across
different cultures often utilize misinformation and often share many of the same characteristics
as US ones [57, 67]. We leave the full investigation of this phenomenon on Reddit to future work.
We similarly note that while we utilize hyperlinks to estimate polarization and this approach has
been used before [99], we are unable to take into account instances when users or subreddits link
to particular mainstream or conservative or liberal leaning articles to merely ridicule them (i.e.,
these instances would moderate users’ and subreddits’ political ideology). Furthermore, as we ex-
amined much of Reddit using our approach, we were unable to take a comment-by-comment-based
approach to understand the levels of misinformation. As a result our approach inevitably missed
out on some of the subtleties of the misinformation in different subreddits. However, as found in
several past works [57, 61, 101, 116], examining misinformation from a domain-based perspective
enables researchers to track readily-identifiable questionable information across different platforms
and thus is a reliable way of understanding the presence of misinformation.

Another limitation of our approach, given our use of hyperlinks to estimate political polarization
and the Perspective API to estimate toxicity, is that it is largely limited to relatively more active
users and subreddits. We are only able to develop, in line with past works, toxicity norms and
political estimations for subreddits that have at least 50 comments and more than 10 political
URL submission posts. As a result, our results are skewed to subreddits and users that post more
often. However, we argue that these subreddits and users make up a large percentage of users’
experiences on the Reddit platform and thus accurately model how users interact with each other
more generally. For example, our set considered subreddits have interactions from over 59.2% of all
active users (posted at least once in the 18-month time frame) on the platform and nearly all of the
Reddit comments and submissions.
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We lastly acknowledge that while we take into account many user-level and subreddit-level
features throughout this work, there can of course be other confounders that we did not actively
consider.

8 DISCUSSION
In this work, we examined how misinformation correlates and is found within more politically
insular and toxic environments. Using lists of misinformation and authentic news domains, we find
that the comments underneath Reddit submissions using misinformation websites produced toxic
comments 71.4% more often. Examining how political polarization informs the increase in toxicity
within these subreddits, we find, confirming with an ERGM, that misinformation correlates with
increased toxicity between users of different political leanings. Finally, utilizing a zero-inflated
negative binomial model to model engagement with misinformation versus authentic news, we
observe that subreddit toxicity is a major predictor of whether misinformation submissions receive
comments. This is in contrast to authentic news submissions which are oftentimes ignored within
more politically polarized and toxic/uncivil subreddits.

8.1 Misinformation and Authentic News
As shown in this work, despite having much less presence on Reddit compared to authentic news
(47.8K vs 787.7K submissions), misinformation has a large role on the platform. As documented
by others, often millions of comments discuss and spread false information [102]. As seen in our
work, estimated levels of misinformation on particular subreddits vary widely, with some highly
popular subreddits with upwards of 80% of the submission hyperlinks being misinformation-related
(Figures 11 and 6). We thus see that while misinformation outlets are less popular than accurate
and reliable sources, indeed many subreddits indeed contain high levels of dubious information.
Furthermore, in addition to misleading users, misinformation’s effect on the discourse on these
subreddits can often be pernicious.

8.2 Mal-Practices: Misinformation’s Correlation with Toxicity
As found byCinelli et al. [25], users that post under YouTube videos promoting COVID-19 conspiracy
theories, often utilize toxic and vulgar language. Our work has extended their own, illustrating
not only that misinformation levels correlate with increased incivility but also that this increased
toxicity often lies in conversations between users of different political ideologies. We find that
across much of Reddit furthermore that levels of misinformation are correlated with more insular
and politically one-sided conversations, while levels of authentic news are correlated with increased
discussions between users of different political ideologies.
The community norms for particular environments seem to heavily affect how users engage

with different material. As found with our zero-inflated negative binomial model, subreddit toxicity
norms are also predictive of user engagement with misinformation. Misinformation, it appears,
promotes and is found within toxic environments. The more toxic/uncivil likely a given environ-
ment the more likely at least one person is to engage with misinformation or unreliable sources.
However, simultaneously, in more toxic environments, where these posts most commonly appear,
these same posts are less likely to gain extensive engagement and comments. This appears to
reflect misinformation submissions may often have “clickbait” titles that induce readers to initially
comment, but then not often thoroughly engage with material [20, 88]. In contrast, in less toxic
environments where these posts more rarely appear, if they do gain traction (e.g., at least one
comment), they are more likely to gain more comments. There thus may be a novelty effect for
individuals’ engagement with these types of sources.
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8.3 Political Echo-Chambers, Politics Discussions and Authentic News on Reddit
Similar to past work, we find that most toxic interactions take place among users of the same
political orientation [34]. Reddit specifically creates communities for like-minded people and as a
result, most interactions (including toxic ones) on Reddit are amongst people of the same political
orientation. However, most interestingly, we find that as rates of more mainstream and reliable
sources used within a subreddit increases, the rate of inter-party interactions also slightly increases.
We thus argue that if subreddit moderators and others want to encourage less toxic and politically
diverse discussions, the usage of reliable sources across the political spectrum may be key. However,
we note that from our negative binomial regression results, the more polarized and ideologically
distinct a subreddit becomes, the less likely that authentic news articles are to get any interaction
from Reddit users. This suggests that while the usage of more reliable sources in more subreddits
leads to more healthy conversations, these posts, when submitted in polarized subreddits are less
likely to generate conversations in the first place.

This work, thus suggests that if particular subreddits and communities want less toxic conversa-
tions, reliance on more accurate and reliable sources is one approach that they could take. Similarly,
if Reddit, as a whole, desires to decrease levels of political incivility and toxicity on its platform,
taking a more proactive approach to policing questionable sources could help alleviate these issues.
As found by Gallacher et al. [43], toxic online interactions between political groups often lead to
offline real-world political violence. Given that misinformation appears to be correlated with and
reinforces toxic interactions between different political groups, this highlights the need to research
more of its effects and curtail its spread.

8.4 Sub-Standards/Community Norms
We have found throughout this work furthermore that different types of subreddits interact differ-
ently with authentic news and misinformation. For example, when polarized subreddits notice a
given news post, the more polarized the subreddit, the more that it interacts with the news article.
Even more complexly, while more toxic subreddits are more likely to interact with misinformation,
there appears to be a novelty effect, with heavily toxic subreddits commenting less on misinforma-
tion than less toxic subreddits. In contrast, more toxic subreddits, while less likely to engage at all
with authentic news submissions, are more likely to heavily comment on these submissions when
they do notice them. We thus find complex relationships between different types of subreddits and
their interactions with different types of posts. There is no one-size-fits-all approach to understand-
ing user engagement and toxicity on Reddit. We thus argue that a subreddit/community-based
approach that takes into account the community norms of the community must be taken when
trying to understand the information flows within it. Similarly, in attempting to prevent engagement
with misinformation on particular subreddits, understanding their toxicity norms, their polarization
levels, and who is posting the article within the subreddit is key. Different communities respond
differently and engage differently with these posts. We thus argue that approaches that attempt to
curtail misinformation (particularly on Reddit), must take into account the particular nuances of
that community.

9 CONCLUSION
We have seen that misinformation persists across many different types of subreddits. Its spread
furthermore seems to be affected by the type of community it is posted in. Misinformation appears
to be more likely to gain traction when it is posted in more toxic/uncivil environments. Furthermore,
the communities with large amounts of misinformation appear to be more politically insular with
more of their interactions occurring between users of similar political orientations. As users become
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more dissimilar within these misinformation-filled subreddits, as found with our ERGM, they are
more likely to be toxic/uncivil to one another. Comparatively, subreddits with less misinformation
and more authentic news, are more likely to produce less toxic/uncivil conversations between
different types of political users.
Our work, one of the first to examine the relationship between misinformation, toxicity, and

political polarization across such a large corpus and in multiple communities, illustrates the need
to fully understand the full effect of misinformation. Not only does misinformation mislead people
but it also can magnify political differences and lead to more toxic online environments.
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(a) User Toxicity (b) Subreddit Toxicity

Fig. 14. Toxicity levels for users who comment under authentic News and misinformation URL Reddit
submissions—Users who interact with misinformation submissions are slightly more toxic/uncivil than users
that interact with authentic news. Both groups are slightly more toxic/uncivil than Reddit users generally.
Similarly, subreddits with misinformation submissions are overall more toxic/uncivil compared with authentic
news subreddits and subreddits more generally.

(a) URL Set 2 (b) URL Set 2

Fig. 15. Political polarization of subreddits with authentic news and misinformation Reddit submissions—
There are no significant differences in political ideology between users who comment on misinformation
and those that comment on authentic news. Similarly, there are no significant differences in the political
orientation of subreddits where misinformation and authentic news appear.

A ALTERNATIVE MEDIAFACT DISTRIBUTIONS
Here we give present the toxicity and political ideological distribution among commenters on
submissions that posted our second set of 835 misinformation domains and 1720 authentic news
websites.

A.1 Differences in Toxicity/Incivility between Misinformation and Authentic News
Submissions

Across our second set of 9,558 misinformation and 560,673 authentic news submissions, we again
see a similar pattern of higher toxicity in the misinformation submission comments. 15.3% of
the misinformation submissions had toxic comments with 1.25% of the comments being toxic. In
contrast, 11.74% of the mainstream submissions had toxic comments with 0.64% of the comments
being toxic. We thus see in this replicated experiment that Reddit misinformation conversations
indeed have a higher incidence and occurrence of toxicity and incivility.
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(a) URL Set 2 (b) URL Set 2

Fig. 16. Distribution of the political orientation of posters and commenters of misinformation— There is a
noticeable rightward tilt in users that postmisinformation compared to those that comment onmisinformation.
Unlike misinformation posts, the posters and the commenters on authentic news share similar distributions
of political orientations.

Similarly, on average 1.48% of all comments posted by the second group of misinformation
commenters are toxic compared to 1.32% for the authentic news commenters (Figure 14). Looking
at the subreddits where these misinformation and authentic news submissions are posted, we again
see a similar trend (1.1% toxic comments vs 0.7% toxic comments).

A.2 Differences in Political Polarization between Misinformation and Authentic News
Submissions

Again examining the political ideology of users commenting under misinformation Reddit submis-
sions, we surprisingly do not see dramatic differences between them and users that comment on
authentic news submissions. Similarly again looking in Figure 15 at the political orientation of the
subreddits where our misinformation submissions appeared, we again see that there is not much
difference in their respective political ideology distributions.

We again note that despite misinformation appearing in subreddits across the political spectrum,
the users that post misinformation have a rightward tilt compared to the users that comment on
misinformation. As seen in Figure 16, we see that misinformation submitters are on the whole more
conservative than their corresponding more liberal commenters. This again is largely in contrast to
authentic news commenters and posters.
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